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Abstract

Academic physician faculty compensation models are highly complex and have been evolving in U.S. healthcare systems. Physician faculty compensation models affect the success of a healthcare organization as well as the performance and satisfaction of its faculty. Through literature reviews, interviews, and surveys, this essay provides background on faculty compensation models, analyzes the current University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Division of General Internal Medicine Faculty Compensation Model, and proposes a recommendation for consideration. Physicians and advanced practice providers are the core of performance, safety, quality, and patient satisfaction, making it crucial for there to be mutual agreement on compensation and standards between faculty and their health systems. Having a fair and effective faculty compensation model is therefore directly related to patient care, making this topic of public health significance.
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1.0 Introduction

Academic physician faculty [faculty] compensation models are highly complex and have been evolving in U.S. healthcare systems. Faculty compensation models affect the success of a healthcare organization as well as the performance and satisfaction of its faculty.

Public Health Significance. Physicians and advanced practice providers are the core of performance, safety, quality, and patient satisfaction, making it crucial for there to be mutual agreement on compensation and standards between faculty and their health systems. Having a fair and effective faculty compensation model is therefore directly related to patient care and is a public health concern.

Objectives. The objectives of this essay are to (1) describe the background on the importance and structures of compensation models, what incentivizes faculty, and examples of alternative models, (2) to describe and analyze the current University of Pittsburgh Medical Center Division of General Internal Medicine (UPMC DGIM) Faculty Compensation Model, and (3) propose a recommendation for consideration.
2.0 Methodologies and Approach

In order to achieve its objectives, this paper used the following methodologies and approaches:

**Literature Review.** A literature review was conducted by the author between August, 2021 – March, 2022 aimed at compiling information on the significance, structures, components, and best practices for faculty compensation models, as well as examples of relevant alternative models. Information on alternative models came directly from the affiliated institution. The literature review was overseen by the author’s preceptor, who has extensive background in faculty compensation models.

**Interview with UPMC Executive Leadership.** An interview was conducted in November, 2021 with the Executive Administrator of UPMC DGIM regarding the current faculty compensation model. The purpose of the interview was to understand the structure, strengths, and weaknesses of the current model from a leadership perspective. The interview guide is shown in Figure 1.

**Survey of Physician Leadership.** A survey was sent in March, 2022 to the Medical Director of UPMC DGIM clinics to gain an understanding of faculty perspectives of the current compensation model. Since permission to survey all UPMC DGIM faculty was unable to be obtained, it was determined that having responses from the Medical Director was sufficient to represent the overall perspectives of the faculty. The survey questions are shown in Table 1.
The following questions are to guide an interview with UPMC DGIM Executive Leadership on the UPMC DGIM Faculty Compensation Model:

1. Can you describe the make-up of UPMC DGIM faculty?
2. What is the structure of the UPMC DGIM faculty compensation model?
3. How is base salary determined?
4. From a leadership perspective, what do you see as the greatest strengths to the current compensation model?
5. From a leadership perspective, what do you see as the greatest weaknesses to the current compensation model?
6. What do you think are the most important components to be included in compensation models?
7. Do you think UPMC DGIM faculty compensation should be re-modeled?
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response Choices</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satisfaction</strong></td>
<td>Overall, how satisfied do you believe DGIM faculty members are with the current compensation model?</td>
<td>1 – Extremely dissatisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 – Extremely satisfied</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Understanding</strong></td>
<td>Overall, how well do you believe DGIM faculty members understand the current compensation model?</td>
<td>1 – Extremely unwell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5 – Extremely well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation/Work Outcome</strong></td>
<td>The current model motivates faculty to give more time or energy to the volume of clinical activities.</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Motivation/Work Outcome</strong></td>
<td>The current model motivates faculty to give more time or energy to the quality of clinical activities.</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Satisfaction</strong></td>
<td>The current model is competitive with those of other similar academic medical institutions.</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Due Process</strong></td>
<td>The current model measures and rewards activities which are important to UPMC DGIM.</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Due Process</strong></td>
<td>The current model distributes compensation and incentives fairly.</td>
<td>Strongly disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Agree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strongly agree</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.0 Impact and Background of Faculty Compensation Models

The author’s literature review complied current information on details of faculty compensation models and three examples of alternative models from West Virginia University Department of Medicine, Boston University Department of Medicine, and Yale University Department of Pathology. The findings are described here.

3.1 Impact

A health care organization’s faculty compensation model is the foundation for its culture and performance. It has the ability to impact the quality of patient care, faculty satisfaction, retention and recruitment, alignment towards organization mission and values, and financial stability.

Quality of care, health outcomes, and patient satisfaction are all directly impacted by faculty compensation models. Traditionally, compensation models have been centered around the relative value unit (RVU), a measurement that is part of the U.S. Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) reimbursement formula and designed to measure the value of services provided by physicians.\(^1\) RVUs monetize services by accounting for clinical and related work, practice expenses, and malpractice costs.\(^2\) Organizations use work RVUs (wRVUs) to associate a potential pay to clinical productivity. This method can overly incentivize volume while not accounting for quality of care, education, or research.\(^3\) As a result, patients’ visits may be cut short, and care may be compromised because physicians’ focus is on seeing the maximum number of
patients rather than maximizing the time needed with individual patients to ensure the best care. Further, volume-based models increase utilization of acute care, but the current population health need is an increased focus on chronic care. Recently, there has been growing discussion about integrating quality into RVU-based compensation models. Most physicians favor including quality measures, and cite them as resulting in better clinical outcomes and more positive patient experiences. Quality measures address many aspects of value-based care, including health outcomes, clinical processes, care coordination, patient perceptions and engagement, public health efficient use of healthcare resources, and patient safety.

Physicians are significantly less satisfied when they feel that the quality of care that they are providing is being compromised, and when they feel that they are not contributing in other ways that they find valuable, such as precepting, teaching, attending conferences, or conducting research. Physicians experience higher incidences of burnout compared to other occupations, making it a priority for organizations to develop compensation models that are consistent with their values. Having mutual goals between providers and their healthcare systems improves satisfaction and decreases burnout, enabling better recruitment and retention of top talent. COVID-19 has resulted in exceptionally high rates of burnout, healthcare staffing shortages, and high labor costs, making it timely for organizations to re-assess faculty’s satisfaction with current compensation models.

The success of an organization involves it staying true to its mission and values. Effective compensation models can facilitate that alignment. They also can affect culture and diversity. Organizations must be aware of the ability of compensation models to create or re-enforce cultures that are disproportionally advantageous to different groups and therefore risk decreasing diversity among faculty at an organization.
3.2 Structures for Compensation Models

Common structures for compensation models consist of base salaries, productivity incentives, qualitative incentives, and other non-clinical compensation. Organization leaders should depend upon on the CMS reimbursement structure, its mission, and its faculty’s values when developing the structure for the compensation model.

*Base salaries* are guaranteed payment and can be based on individual rank and/or associated with a set of defined base expectations. For specialties such as family medicine, internal medicine, and surgery, the base expectations are commonly productivity-based using wRVUs. For specialties such as anesthesiology or emergency medicine, the base expectations are commonly shift-based. Salaries and productivity can be benchmarked using current market surveys, such as the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) Medical School Faculty Salaries Survey or the Medical Group Management Association (MGMA) Physician Compensation and Production Survey.

*Productivity incentives* help to ensure a stable patient volume and that an organization’s financial goals are being met. Clinical days worked, wRVUs, or billable hours are examples of metrics used to determine productivity incentives.

*Qualitative incentives* ensure patient satisfaction, quality of care, patient safety, and positive clinical outcomes. The Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Healthcare Effectiveness Data and Information Set (HEDIS) and Physician Quality Reporting System (PQRS) are sources for metrics that can be used to measure qualitative incentives.

*Other non-clinical compensation* accounts for academic effort (e.g., teaching), research effort (e.g., grant funding, publications), or administrative effort (e.g., leadership roles, precepting).
Organization leaders are responsible for determining the degree to which and methods for how each component is incorporated into the compensation model. Table 2 demonstrates structures for compensation model makeup.

Table 2. Compensation Model Structures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
<th>Variability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Guaranteed Base</td>
<td>• Clear</td>
<td>• Does not consider broader individual or organizational goals</td>
<td>Highly Fixed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Easy to implement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base + Productivity incentives</td>
<td>• Financially viable</td>
<td>• Quality is compromised</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-clinical work that faculty value is not considered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base + Productivity incentives + Qualitative incentives + Other compensation</td>
<td>• Aligns with emerging payment methods</td>
<td>• Difficult to measure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Highly Variable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While a *guaranteed base* compensation model is easy for organizations to implement and provides physicians with financial security, it does not consider broader goals or encourage organizational or individual growth. This type of model also does not provide incentive for physicians to increase quality or productivity.

Using a *Base + Productivity Incentives* model can ensure financial viability for an organization by maintaining sustainable patient volumes.\(^8\) However, only measuring volume can lead to a lack in quality of care, doesn’t encourage coordinated care, and doesn’t value the importance of the patient-provider relationship.\(^2,17\)

CMS has been rapidly shifting to a quality-based reimbursement structure.\(^18\) Organizations that now have CMS reimbursement contracts heavily based on quality and value metrics are starting to shift to faculty compensation models consisting of *Base + Productivity Incentives + Quality Incentives + Other Compensation*.\(^16\) In addition to being a financially responsive option
to CMS reimbursement changes, these types of models also tend to correlate more positively with faculty satisfaction.  

3.3 Work Effort Allocation

Determining work effort allocation is a key step in developing faculty compensation models. Defining a 1.0 clinical full-time equivalent (cFTE) is usually the responsibility of department chairs, and it is influenced by an organization’s funding sources. Either a “time-based approach” or a “funded approach” can be used when determining the definition for a 1.0 cFTE. Time-based approaches are the predominant method for academic institutions, and work by either starting with a 1.0 cFTE and subtracting teaching, research, and administrative time, or by basing it on the number of clinical sessions per week. A funded approach may work by subtracting either funded effort or a blend of funded academic work effort/time from a 1.0 FTE.

Defining cFTE is a challenging task for academic institutions. Often, roles may have overlapping responsibilities, which can create risk for physicians’ non-clinical effort adding up to more than 1.0 FTE before doing any clinical work. Additionally, cFTE models that are not properly defined could lead to providers using protected administrative time to deliver clinical services, resulting in higher than intended productivity incentives. When too much significance is placed on the cFTE definition, providers could be incentivized even when meeting low levels of productivity. Due to these challenges, developing a clear definition for cFTE that is specific to an organization or department is a critical first step when creating faculty compensation models.
3.4 Benchmarking

Academic health systems often use survey sources that report national data on compensation and productivity as a method for benchmarking base compensation.\textsuperscript{23} The data can be broken up by position type, specialty, region, organization size and type, etc. It is useful in ensuring that base compensation and expectations are comparable to market norms.\textsuperscript{14, 23, 24} Common survey sources are listed in Table 3.

\textbf{Table 3. Benchmarking Survey Sources}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Surveys</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC)\textsuperscript{25} | • Report on Medical School Faculty Salaries  
• Dean’s Office Staff Survey |
| Medical Group Management Association (MGMA)\textsuperscript{26} | • Physician Compensation and Productivity Survey  
• Academic Practice Compensation and Production Survey for Faculty and Management |
| American Medical Group Association (AMGA)\textsuperscript{27} | • Medical Group Compensation and Productivity Survey  
• Medical Group Operations and Finance Survey  
• Medical Group Telehealth Survey |
| Sullivan Cotter and Associates, Inc.\textsuperscript{28} | • Physician Compensation and Productivity Reports |

Recently, it has become increasingly common for organizations to set compensation targets below productivity expectations.\textsuperscript{22} The size of the gap between compensation and productivity targets is impacted by the extent to which cFTE influences compensation.\textsuperscript{23} Benchmarking decision-making has the potential to negatively impact faculty satisfaction, especially when there is misalignment between compensation and productivity percentiles or lack of transparency.\textsuperscript{29}
3.5 Considerations for Compensation Models

The considerations described here are key for building compensation models that positively affect patient care, faculty satisfaction and alignment to organization mission and values, and organizational stability.

**Consumer Considerations**

Compensation models should be reflective of the patient population that an organization serves. Different patient populations vary in the types of visits, diagnostics tools, and treatment that is required, and compensation should reward quality of care specific to the patient population.\textsuperscript{4} Organizations should predict the distribution of in-person and virtual visits based on patient population preferences and access to care. Those predictions should be re-assessed and incorporated into the compensation model each year.\textsuperscript{22}

Academic institutions have been shifting towards a greater focus on population health. This adds additional consumer considerations for faculty compensation, such as including incentives for services that focus on care coordination or preventative care.\textsuperscript{30}

**Organizational Considerations**

Health systems should consider organizational culture and workforce preferences when building a compensation model for it to be well-received.\textsuperscript{17} Preferences can vary among faculty within a department based on demographics or time spent in the field, so it is critical to be aware of such diversity and to build a compensation model that is inclusive.\textsuperscript{31}

Faculty satisfaction results in top talent being recruited and retained. Faculty are more satisfied with compensation models that have clear communication, transparency, understanding, and consistency.\textsuperscript{29} A study on physician burnout reports that 30% of physicians cite lack of transparency and dissatisfaction with their organization’s compensation model as the primary
contributor to burnout. Structure, work effort allocation, and benchmarking approaches should all be harmonized, and should be clearly communicated with faculty. To ensure transparency, organizations should have methods in place to communicate any change in the compensation model. They should include the mode of communication that is best for the organization (i.e. meetings, email announcements, etc.), and changes to the model should be communicated by someone who is trusted by the physicians. The goal should be to foster an environment where physicians feel autonomy and the ability to contribute to and understand the compensation model.

Whether faculty compensation is handled at the institutional-level or the departmental/division-level should also be determined based on organizational considerations. Having a centralized, institutional-wide compensation model typically makes the most sense for organizations where there is low variation and few decision makers. These types of models are beneficial in that they maintain consistency across an organization and give greater ability to respond to reimbursement changes, but they lack physician engagement and may be less responsive to diversity and inclusivity. Alternatively, compensation models at the department/division-level are less centralized and foster higher levels of faculty engagement and autonomy. However, they are more burdensome administratively, and can be a disadvantage for recruitment and retention because of the varying pay in different departments.

Stakeholder committees can help to ensure that a compensation model is tailored to be effective for its specific organization. Committee members should include executive physicians and leaders from compensation/benefits departments, legal departments, and human resources. Additionally, physician leaders should be involved to advise and facilitate understanding and acceptance of any changes to compensation models among faculty members.
Financial Sustainability

Organizations’ CMS reimbursement models as well as relevant laws and regulations should be considered so that compensation models that are financially sustainable. For example, the CMS Physician Fee Schedule underwent significant changes in 2021 that resulted in an increase in wRVU values but a decrease in reimbursement.\textsuperscript{35} Organizations will therefore need to consider if they will be able to support increasing compensation tied to wRVUs. Compensation models need to be flexible to shift with potential policy changes, while also being responsible for the current revenues available to an organization.\textsuperscript{36}

External Context

In addition to needing flexibility for policy changes, compensation models must also be able to adapt for unprecedented circumstances and changes that occur in the external environment. COVID-19 has challenged many organizations’ ability to do so. The pandemic has resulted in decreased volume and revenue, increased expenses, and increased telehealth.\textsuperscript{37} Organizations must structure compensation models so that they are able to withstand such drastic changes that are out of the control of the organization.

3.6 Alternative Model Examples

The following examples reflect a range of faculty compensation models from institutions or departments similar to UPMC DGIM.
3.6.1 West Virginia University Department of Medicine (WVU DOM)

WVU DOM consists of 177 full-time faculty and has 26 affiliated hospitals and institutes. The WVU DOM compensation model consists of a base compensation, a clinical productivity benchmark, and incentives.

The base compensation is determined by the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) annual faculty survey reports. Productivity targets are determined using the 50th percentile target of the Medical Group Management Association (MGMA) benchmark data. Additionally, faculty may receive incentive compensation for meeting citizenship requirements, for promotion and retention, and for education, research, service, and scholarly accomplishments.

3.6.2 Boston University Department of Medicine (BU DOM)

The BU DOM is made up of over 700 clinical faculty, 14 sections, and 33 specialty clinical services and research centers. Unlike WVU DOM, which sets one compensation model for the whole department, the BU DOM compensation model varies between sections within the department. Each section’s compensation model consists of a base salary, a department bonus and section bonuses.

Base salary and affiliated expectations are determined by section chiefs. Most sections set individual wRVU for productivity targets for faculty. When using wRVU targets, all sections within BU DOM must exceed the United Health Care median benchmarks by specialty and subspecialty. Other sections, such as the Section of General Internal Medicine, use panel-size target instead of a wRVU. The panel-size attributes a number of patients as a full-time productivity targets.
Fixed bonuses are determined if the DOM experiences an operational gain during the fiscal year. In these cases, the department creates a fixed bonus pool that is distributed to each section. Additionally, sections have the ability to distribute an additional variable bonus to the faculty. The variable bonus is determined by section chiefs and may be based on exceeding individual wRVU targets, quality/performance measures, service/committee effort, or teaching and research effort.

3.6.3 Yale University Department of Pathology (YU DOP)

Yale University School of Medicine is comprised of 29 departments. The School of Medicine uses a decentralized approach for compensation, where each department is responsible for building a compensation model that is best suited for its individual needs.

Yale University Department of Pathology (YU DOP) employs 132 faculty members. Its compensation model uses a percent effort approach that focuses on the effort devoted to each of its missions, rather than revenue generated. A primary motive for this type of model is that the department felt that wRVUs poorly correlate with actual effort. When developing the model, YU DOP appointed a board to assess what the faculty want and to determine what the key goals of the compensation plan should be.

In the percentage effort model, certain effort is assigned to clinical activities, research activities, administrative activities, academic activities, citizenship activities, and paid time off. A full-time YU DOP is expected to contribute 100% effort, with the percentage breakdown varying by individual. Faculty physicians who contribute greater than 100% effort have the opportunity to receive an annual bonus.
YU DOP reports that the percentage effort model has been successful in being an objective and unbiased way to evaluate faculty productivity while incorporating its overall mission. However, it lacks the ability to evaluate or motivate value-based effort.
4.0 UPMC DGIM Physician Faculty Compensation Model

The UPMC DGIM faculty compensation model is summarized here and is based on responses from the author’s interview with the UPMC DGIM Executive Administrator.

4.1 About UPMC DGIM

UPMC DGIM is the largest of 11 divisions within the Department of Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine. DGIM's clinical activities focus on delivering high-quality and comprehensive care for the prevention of diseases, the management of chronic disorders, and the treatment of hospitalized patients. The division is extensively involved in continuous quality improvement efforts, and it provides up-to-date evidence-based care for diverse patient populations from Pittsburgh and the surrounding communities. The division’s research focuses on nontraditional areas, such as health care outcomes, quality, and cost-effectiveness, prevention, health care disparities, mental health services, women’s health, and substance abuse.

DGIM has 66 total clinical full-time equivalent (FTE) faculty. Of the total FTE time, approximately 28% is devoted to clinical work, with the remainder being devoted to research, academic, and administrative work. Demographic information specific to DGIM physician faculty is unavailable but is expected to be reflective of the overall demographic make-up of primary care clinicians throughout the UPMC network, which is shown in Table 4.
Table 4. UPMC Primary Care Provider Demographic Makeup

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gender</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>46%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Race/Ethnicity</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African American</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander</td>
<td>&lt;1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 DGIM Current Model

The current DGIM faculty compensation model consists of base salary and Tier II variable salary. Faculty can negotiate payment in either category.

*Base Salary*

The DGIM current compensation model uses clinical work equivalents (CWE) for base salary. CWE’s are calculated by combining physicians’ inpatient time and outpatient time. An inpatient full-time CWE is considered thirty-two seven-day weeks in a year. An outpatient full-time CWE is considered forty-six weeks consisting of eight four-hour sessions. In-person and virtual sessions are weighted the same.

Each year a fixed salary pool is divided by the total work of the division to determine the salary tied to 1.0 full-time CWE.

Additionally, academic compensation is included in base salary. Faculty receive a set, annual compensation based on University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine appointed faculty rank, where associate faculty receive $10,000/year and full professors receive $15,000/year. This portion of base salary is paid for by the University of Pittsburgh.
**Tier II Salary**

Faculty who exceed their contracted obligation are eligible for Tier II Variable Salary Payment. These extra-contractual payments are calculated subtracting the value of any unfulfilled contractual work from the value of any work exceeding the contract. Notably, the compensation tied to extra-contractual work is less in value than the compensation tied to the contracted work.
5.0 Faculty Perspectives

The author initially intended on collecting survey responses from all UPMC DGIM faculty regarding perspectives on the current faculty compensation model, but executive leadership did not grant permission to distribute the survey for administrative reasons. Alternatively, it was determined that the UPMC DGIM Medical Director is positioned to provide responses that reflect the overall perspectives of UPMC DGIM faculty. A survey was sent to that individual and conclusions from the responses are summarized here.

*Satisfaction and Understanding.* UPMC DGIM faculty are neutral in their satisfaction with the current compensation model and disagree that it is competitive with those of other similar academic medical institutions. Additionally, faculty overall do not understand the current compensation model.

*Motivation and Work Outcome.* The current UPMC DGIM faculty compensation model does motivate faculty to give more time or energy to both the volume and the quality of clinical activities.

*Due Process.* UPMC DGIM faculty agree that the current faculty compensation model measures and rewards activities which are important to the division. They are neutral in their opinion on whether or not the current model distributes compensation and incentives fairly.
6.0 Analysis

Based on the information gathered, an analysis was conducted of the current UPMC DGIM faculty compensation model to determine its ability to positively affect patient care, faculty satisfaction and alignment to UPMC DGIM’s mission and values, and financial viability.

6.1 Patient Care

A major limitation of the current UPMC DGIM compensation model is that it only uses productivity incentives and therefore does not provide motivation for enhancing the quality of patient care. As indicated by the literature review, compensation models that include value-based metrics result in better patient outcomes and high patient satisfaction.

6.2 Faculty Satisfaction and Organizational Alignment

The current DGIM compensation model includes components that can be unappealing to faculty. The fixed salary pool creates instability for individual salaries. This means that if the base salary for one physician changes, that would have an effect on all other base salaries in the pool. This could also be a contributor to UPMC DGIM faculty feeling neutral on whether or not compensation is distributed fairly, as indicated by the survey conducted for this paper. Another concern is that UPMC DGIM’s base compensation is significantly under the AAMC median, making it difficult to be competitive for top candidates. As indicated by the survey results, UPMC
DGIM faculty do not agree that the current compensation model is competitive with those of other similar academic institutions.

While having the ability to negotiate parts of their salary can be beneficial for faculty satisfaction, it can also risk introducing inequities. Evidence suggests that women and minorities are less likely to and less successful in negotiating pay.38,39

6.3 Financial Viability

The current, productivity-based, model has made sense financially given the historic CMS reimbursement structure. However, as CMS is moving towards a more quality-based structure, it is better for organizations to begin to also include value-based metrics as a part of compensation. Additionally, faculty dissatisfaction may have a negative financial effect, especially if it leads to poor retention or inability to recruit top candidates.
7.0 Recommendation

Based on the analysis, the author recommends that UPMC DGIM faculty compensation be re-modeled. To do this, UPMC DGIM should consider how the plan can be improved to better meet the needs of the faculty, the organization, and the patients. The plan should aim to improve faculty satisfaction by ensuring security and fairness, while enabling and promoting self-esteem and professional achievement. It should maintain organizational values while also ensuring fiscal responsibility. Finally, the plan should motivate increasing the quality of patient care and incentivize favorable patient outcomes by including quality measurements in addition to volume measurements.

7.1 Build a Committee and Receive Buy-in

UPMC DGIM should first build a faculty compensation committee of stakeholders to lead the faculty compensation re-model. The advisory committee should consist of the division chief, a senior and a junior physician, an executive who has authority over faculty compensation, and executives from the division’s human resources and legal departments. The goal of the committee should be to analyze the current model and the faculty’s opinions on it, set objectives based on the external context (i.e. how UPMC is being reimbursed, how competitors’ compensation models are being structured, and the patient population) and the values of UPMC DGIM and its faculty. The committee should identify physicians from within UPMC DGIM who can advise on the new
compensation model and act as liaisons. These physicians can help to ensure that voices are being heard, and that there is clear transparency and understanding of the new model.

After the compensation model is implemented, the committee should also be responsible for conducting annual equity reviews in order to maintain equity and fairness. Adjustments to compensation should be made accordingly in the following year. Further, the committee should develop guidelines to ensure that there is equity in faculty initiating and succeeding in compensation negotiations.

Additionally, it will be impossible to implement a new compensation model without some sort of system support and investment. This is critical to ensure that no faculty would be experiencing a decrease in compensation due to the re-model. The committee should work to understand the needs for obtaining buy-in from the UPMC Department of Medicine and finance department to ensure that the new compensation model is attainable.

7.2 Base Compensation Recommendation

Once a committee is formed, the faculty base compensation should be re-evaluated. To address a limitation of the current model, the new compensation model should have a base compensation that is stable and guaranteed. Expectations that are tied to the base compensation should be clearly defined and communicated with the faculty and should be grouped into the following categories: productivity, quality, and non-clinical (including research, teaching, and administrative expectations). The expectations should be developed with the intent of being the minimum standard that faculty must achieve in order to be eligible for incentive payments and to maintain that base compensation the following year. Additionally, UPMC DGIM should determine
a percentage of base compensation to be withheld if faculty underachieves any of the minimum expectations.

Because a portion of UPMC’s CMS reimbursement is determined by RVU’s, it is recommended that UPMC DGIM uses benchmarking to determine productivity compensation rather than CWE’s. One approach could be to use the AAMC or the MGMA market surveys to set a target benchmark (i.e., targeting the market median of the AAMC survey). There is considerable variability as to which market survey is best to reply upon for benchmarking faculty compensation. The committee should be responsible for identifying best target benchmarking strategy to ensure financial stability and equity.

It is recommended that new base compensation also include a target for quality-based compensation. The committee should determine which metrics and targets are used for measuring quality and value based on the current UPMC UPMC reimbursement model as well as faculty values and preferences. By including a value-based component, the new compensation model will increase in both financial viability and faculty satisfaction. Recommended options for quality metrics are shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Access to Care</td>
<td>Patient-Reported Outcome-Based Performance Measure (PRO-PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Coordination</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hospital Readmission Rate</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Department Utilization Rate</td>
<td>Outcome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of Intervention for Risk of Opioid Misuse</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flu Vaccinations for Adults Ages 18 to 64</td>
<td>Patient-Reported Outcome-Based Performance Measure (PRO-PM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Satisfaction with Care</td>
<td>Patient-Reported Outcome-Based Performance Measure (PRO-PM)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To mitigate any potential competition between faculty clinical and non-clinical work, minimum expectations for non-clinical work should also be defined in the new base compensation model. This could include scholarly work, teaching, committee work, citizenship, or administrative responsibilities, and it should be heavily centered around the values of the faculty and of UPMC.

### 7.3 Incentives Recommendation

In addition to defining what the minimum base compensation expectations are, the compensation model should also outline what the implications are when faculty exceed those expectations. The incentive plan should recognize and encourage faculty members’ excellence and high performance, while also being financially viable to the organization. Incentives should have the ability to impact all faculty members, should have clear and measurable objectives, and should recognize diversity and success. Additionally, incentives should be paid for more than just exceeding productivity, as modeled in the current compensation plan.

UPMC DGIM should set incentive weights for each category included in the base compensation and should determine an incentive cap. Leadership should consider a cap of approximately 25% of base salary, but should ultimately base the decision on UPMC DGIM’s current financial state. Different from the current model, incentive payments should not be valued less than base payments for equivalent work.
7.4 Additional Payments Recommendation

It is recommended that UPMC DGIM incorporate “extra-duty” payments into the compensation plan. These payments are for specific duties that are not recurring. These supplemental payments should be used to recognize unusual or unexpected activities performed by a faculty member, such as serving in an interim leadership role. Additional payments should be unrelated to and not impacted by base compensation or incentive payments.
8.0 Conclusion

Physician faculty compensation models in academic health institutions play an important role in patient care, faculty satisfaction, aligning organization mission and values, and financial stability. The analysis of the current UPMC DGIM faculty compensation model concludes that it should be re-considered due to its financial instability caused by the fixed salary pool, its uncompetitive base compensation, and its lack of quality or value-based incentive. Key recommendations for UPMC DGIM to remodel its current faculty compensation plan are to build a faculty compensation committee, to use benchmarking to make base salary more competitive, to include quality measures as a part of base compensation, and to be consistent in considering the patient population, faculty values, and financial viability when building the new plan.
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